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Purpose of the report:

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Council to set out its Treasury Strategy for 
borrowing and to prepare an Annual Investment Strategy. The Council’s strategy for 
2016/17 was approved by full Council at its budget meeting on 16 February 2016. This 
report provides an update on the progress and outcomes against the Treasury 
Management Strategy for the six month period ended 30 September 2016. It is a 
requirement of the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management that a mid- year 
report, as a minimum, should be presented to Full Council. 

The Council Corporate Plan 2016/19:

Effective financial management is fundamental to the delivery of corporate improvement 
priorities. Treasury Management activity has a significant impact on the Council’s activity 
both in revenue budget terms and capital investment and is a key factor in facilitating the 
delivery against a number of corporate priorities.

Implications for Medium Term Financial Plan and Resource Implications:    
Including finance, human, IT and land

Treasury Management affects the Council’s budget in terms of borrowing costs and 
investment returns and its implications have been fully incorporated into the council’s 
budgets.
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Other Implications: e.g. Child Poverty, Community Safety, Health and Safety 
and Risk Management:
N/A

Equality and Diversity

Has an Equality Impact Assessment been undertaken?   No

Recommendations and Reasons for recommended action:
1. The Mid-Year Treasury Management Report 2016/17 to be noted by the Audit 

Committee.

Alternative options considered and rejected:

It is statutory requirement under the Local Government Act 2003 and supporting regulations to 
set an annual treasury strategy for borrowing and prepare an annual investment strategy. The 
Council has adopted the Cipfa Code of Practice for Treasury Management which requires a mid-
year report to be submitted to the Audit Committee and full council. 

 
Published work / information:

Treasury Management Strategy and Annual Investment Strategy 2015/16 to Council 16 
February 2016.

Background papers:

Exemption Paragraph NumberTitle Part 1 Part II
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not applicable
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Mid-Year Treasury Management Report 2016/17

1. Introduction  

1.1 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Treasury Management 
Code (CIPFA’s TM Code) requires that authorities report on the performance of 
the treasury management function at least twice yearly (mid-year and at year end). 

1.2 The Authority’s Treasury Management Strategy for 2016/17 was approved by full 
Council on 16 February 2016 which can be accessed on Treasury Management 
Strategy 2016/17.

1.3 The Authority has borrowed £251m and invested £74m as at the mid-year position 
and is therefore exposed to financial risks including the loss of invested funds and 
the revenue effect of changing interest rates.  This report covers treasury activity 
and the associated monitoring and control of risk. 

2. External Context 

2.1 The preliminary estimate of Q2 2016 GDP showed reasonably strong growth as 
the economy grew 0.7% quarter-on-quarter, as compared to 0.4% in Q1 and 
year/year growth running at a healthy pace of 2.2%. However the UK economic 
outlook changed significantly on 23rd June 2016. The surprise result of the 
referendum on EU membership prompted forecasters to rip up previous 
projections and dust off worst-case scenarios. Growth forecasts had already been 
downgraded as 2016 progressed, as the very existence of the referendum 
dampened business investment, but the crystallisation of the risks and the 
subsequent political turmoil prompted a sharp decline in household, business and 
investor sentiment.

2.2 The repercussions of this plunge in sentiment on economic growth were judged by 
the Bank of England to be severe, prompting the Monetary Policy Committee to 
initiate substantial monetary policy easing at its August meeting to mitigate the 
worst of the downside risks. This included a cut in Bank Rate to 0.25%, further gilt 
and corporate bond purchases (QE) and cheap funding for banks (Term Funding 
Scheme) to maintain the supply of credit to the economy. The minutes of the 
August meeting also suggested that many members of the Committee supported a 
further cut in Bank Rate to near-zero levels (the Bank, however, does not appear 
keen to follow peers into negative rate territory) and more QE should the 
economic outlook worsen.

2.3 In response to the Bank of England’s policy announcement, money market rates 
and bond yields declined to new record lows. Since the onset of the financial crisis 
over eight years ago, Arlingclose’s rate outlook has progressed from ‘lower for 
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longer’ to ‘even lower for even longer’ to, now, ‘even lower for the indeterminable 
future’.

2.4 The new members of the UK government, particularly the Prime Minister and 
Chancellor, are likely to follow the example set by the Bank of England. After six 
years of fiscal consolidation, the Autumn Statement on 23rd November is likely to 
witness fiscal initiatives to support economic activity and confidence, most likely 
infrastructure investment. Tax cuts or something similar cannot be ruled out.

2.5 Whilst the economic growth consequences of BREXIT remain speculative, there is 
uniformity in expectations that uncertainty over the UK’s future trade relations 
with the EU and the rest of the world will weigh on economic activity and business 
investment, dampen investment intentions and tighten credit availability, prompting 
lower activity levels and potentially a rise in unemployment. These effects will 
dampen economic growth through the second half of 2016 and in 2017.

2.6 Meanwhile, inflation is expected to pick up due to a rise in import prices, 
dampening real wage growth and real investment returns. The August Quarterly 
Inflation Report from the Bank of England forecasts a rise in CPI to 0.9% by the end 
of calendar 2016 and thereafter a rise closer to the Bank’s 2% target over the 
coming year, as previous rises in commodity prices and the sharp depreciation in 
sterling begin to drive up imported material costs for companies.

2.7 The rise in inflation is highly unlikely to prompt monetary tightening by the Bank of 
England, with policymakers looking through import-led CPI spikes, concentrating 
instead on the negative effects of Brexit on economic activity and, ultimately, 
inflation.

3. Market reaction: 

3.1 Following the referendum result gilt yields fell sharply across the maturity spectrum 
on the view that Bank Rate would remain extremely low for the foreseeable future. 
The yield on the 10-year gilt fell from 1.37% on 23rd June to a low of 0.52% in 
August, a quarter of what it was at the start of 2016. The 10-year gilt yield has 
since risen to 0.69% at the end of September. The yield on 2- and 3-year gilts 
briefly dipped into negative territory intra-day on 10th August to -0.1% as prices 
were driven higher by the Bank of England’s bond repurchase programme. 
However both yields have since recovered to 0.07% and 0.08% respectively. The 
fall in gilt yields was reflected in the fall in PWLB borrowing rates, as evidenced in 
Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix 2.

3.2 On the other hand, after an initial sharp drop, equity markets appeared to have 
shrugged off the result of the referendum and bounced back despite warnings from 
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the IMF on the impact on growth from ‘Brexit’ as investors counted on QE-
generated liquidity to drive risk assets.

3.3 The most noticeable fall in money market rates was for very short-dated periods 
(overnight to 1 month) where rates fell to between 0.1% and 0.2%.

4. Local Context

4.1 At 31/3/2016 the Authority’s underlying need to borrow for capital purposes as 
measured by the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) was £306m, while usable 
reserves and working capital was £51m.  The Authority currently has £253m of 
borrowing and £74m of investments.

4.2 The Authority has an increasing CFR over the next 5 years due to the capital 
programme, but minimal investments will therefore require borrowing of up to 
£122m over the forecast period.

5. Borrowing Strategy

5.1 At 30/9/2016 the Authority held £253m of loans, (an increase of £11m from 
31/3/2016), as part of its strategy for funding previous years’ capital programmes.  
The Authority does not expect to exceed its authorised borrowing limit of £400m 
in 2016/17. 

The Authority’s chief objective when borrowing continues to be striking an 
appropriately low risk balance between securing low interest costs and achieving 
cost certainty over the period for which funds are required, with flexibility to 
renegotiate loans should the Authority’s long-term plans change being a secondary 
objective. 

5.2 Affordability and the “cost of carry” remained important influences on the 
Authority’s borrowing strategy alongside the consideration that, for any borrowing 
undertaken ahead of need, the proceeds would have to be invested in the money 
markets at rates of interest significantly lower than the cost of borrowing. As 
short-term interest rates have remained, and are likely to remain at least over the 
forthcoming two years, lower than long-term rates, the Authority determined it 
was more cost effective in the short-term to use internal resources and borrow 
short-term loans instead.  

5.3 The benefits of internal borrowing were monitored regularly against the potential 
for incurring additional costs by deferring borrowing into future years when long-
term borrowing rates are forecast to rise.  Arlingclose assists the Authority with 
this ‘cost of carry’ and breakeven analysis. 
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5.4 Temporary and short-dated loans borrowed from the markets, predominantly 
from other local authorities, has also remained affordable and attractive.  £107m of 
such loans were borrowed at an average rate of 0.40% and an average life of 3 
months which includes the replacement of maturing loans where appropriate. 

Borrowing Activity in 2016/17

Balance on 
01/04/2016

£m

Maturing 
Debt

£m

Debt 
Prematurely

Repaid £m

New 
Borrowing

£m

Balance on 
30/09/2016  

£m
CFR                   

Short Term Borrowing1 96 (127) 0 138 107

Long Term Borrowing 146 0 0 0 146

TOTAL 
BORROWING 242 (127) 0 138 253

Other Long Term 
Liabilities 125 0 0 0 125

TOTAL 
EXTERNAL DEBT 367 (127) 0 138 378

Increase/ (Decrease) in 
Borrowing £m     11

6. PWLB Certainty Rate and Project Rate Update: 

6.1 The Authority qualifies for borrowing at the ‘Certainty Rate’ (0.20% below the 
PWLB standard rate) for a 12 month period from 01/11/2015. In April the 
Authority submitted its application to the CLG along with the 2016/17 Capital 
Estimates Return to access this reduced rate for a further 12 month period from 
01/11/2016.

6.2 Debt Rescheduling: 

The premium charge for early repayment of PWLB debt remained relatively 
expensive for the loans in the Authority’s portfolio and therefore unattractive for 
debt rescheduling activity.  No rescheduling activity was undertaken as a 
consequence  

7. LOBOs:  

7.1 The Authority holds £82m of LOBO (Lender’s Option Borrower’s Option) loans 
where the lender has the option to propose an increase in the interest rate at set 
dates, following which the Authority has the option to either accept the new rate 
or to repay the loan at no additional cost.  None of these LOBOS had options 
available during 2016/17. 

7.2 In June Barclays Bank informed the Authority of its decision to cancel all the 
embedded options within standard LOBO loans. This effectively converts £18m of 
the Authority’s Barclays LOBO loans to fixed rate loans removing the uncertainty 
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on both interest cost and maturity date.  This waiver has been done by ‘deed poll’; 
it is irreversible and transferable by Barclays to any new lender. 

8. Investment Activity 

8.1 The Authority holds a small amount of invested funds, representing income 
received in advance of expenditure plus balances and reserves held.

8.2 The Guidance on Local Government Investments in England gives priority to 
security and liquidity and the Authority’s aim is to achieve a yield commensurate 
with these principles. The authority’s average rate of return on investments over 
the period 1 April to 30 September 2016 was 1.61%.

Investment Activity in 2016/17

Investments
Balance on 
01/04/2016

£m

Investments 
Made

£m

Maturities/ 
Investments 

Sold £m

Balance on 
30/09/2016  

£m
Short term Investments (call 
accounts, deposits)
- Banks and Building Societies 

with ratings of [A-] or 
higher

- Local Authorities

37 8 (14) 31

Long term Investments
- Banks and Building Societies 

with ratings of [A+] or 
higher

- Local Authorities 

35 8 (0) 43

TOTAL INVESTMENTS 58 74
Increase/ (Decrease) in 
Investments £m 16

8.3 Security of capital has remained the Authority’s main investment objective. This has 
been maintained by following the Authority’s counterparty policy as set out in its 
Treasury Management Strategy Statement for 2015/16. 

8.4 Counterparty credit quality was assessed and monitored with reference to credit 
ratings (the Authority’s minimum long-term counterparty rating is A- across rating 
agencies Fitch, S&P and Moody’s); credit default swap prices, financial statements, 
information on potential government support and reports in the quality financial 
press. 

8.5 During the period the Authority has continued to monitor its short term 
investment opportunities but with rates have fallen to new lows and therefore 
there have been few investments opportunities. 
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11 Counterparty Update 

11.1 Various indicators of credit risk reacted negatively to the result of the referendum 
on the UK’s membership of the European Union. UK bank credit default swaps saw 
a modest rise but bank share prices fell sharply, on average by 20%, with UK-
focused banks experiencing the largest falls. Non-UK bank share prices were not 
immune although the fall in their share prices was less pronounced.

11.2 Fitch downgraded the UK’s sovereign rating by one notch to AA from AA+, and 
Standard & Poor’s downgraded its corresponding rating by two notches to AA 
from AAA. Fitch, S&P and Moody’s have a negative outlook on the UK. S&P took 
similar actions on rail company bonds guaranteed by the UK Government. S&P also 
downgraded the long-term ratings of the local authorities to which it assigns ratings 
as well as the long-term rating of the EU from AA+ to AA, the latter on the 
agency’s view that it lowers the union’s fiscal flexibility and weakens its political 
cohesion.

11.3 Moody’s affirmed the ratings of nine UK banks and building societies but revised 
the outlook to negative for those that it perceived to be exposed to a more 
challenging operating environment arising from the ‘leave’ outcome.

11.4 There was no immediate change to Arlingclose’s credit advice on UK banks and 
building societies as a result of the referendum result. Our advisor believes there is 
a risk that the uncertainty over the UK’s future trading prospects will bring 
forward the timing of the next UK recession. 

11.5 The European Banking Authority released the results of its 2016 round of stress 
tests on the single market’s 51 largest banks after markets closed on Friday 29th 
July. The stress tests gave a rather limited insight into how large banks might fare 
under a particular economic scenario. When the tests were designed earlier this 
year, a 1.7% fall in GDP over three years must have seemed like an outside risk. 
Their base case of 5.4% growth now looks exceptionally optimistic and the 
stressed case could be closer to reality. No bank was said to have failed the tests. 
The Royal Bank of Scotland made headline news as one of the worst performers as 
its ratios fell by some of the largest amounts, but from a relatively high base. 
Barclays Bank and Deutsche Bank ended the test with Common Equity Tier 1 
(CET1) ratios below the 8% threshold, and would be required to raise more capital 
should the stressed scenario be realised. The tests support our cautious approach 
on these banks.

12 Budgeted Income and Outturn

12.1 The average cash balances were £16m during the quarter.  The UK Bank Rate had 
been maintained at 0.5% since March 2009 until August 2016, when it was cut to 
0.25%. It is now forecast to fall further towards zero but not go negative.  Short-
term money market rates have remained at relatively low levels (see Table 1 in 
Appendix 2). Following the reduction in Bank Rate, rates for very short-dated 
periods (overnight – 1 month) fell to between 0.1% and 0.2%. Debt Management 
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Account Deposit Facility (DMADF) rates fell to 0.15% for periods up to 3 months 
and to 0.10% for 4 – 6 month deposits.

The Authority’s budgeted investment income for the year is estimated at £1.3m.  
The Authority is currently anticipating delivering this by the year end. 

12.2 The Bank Rate is expected to be cut further towards zero in the coming months, 
which will in turn lower the rates short-dated money market investments with 
banks and building societies. As the majority of the Authority’s surplus cash 
continues to be invested in short-dated money market instruments, it will most 
likely result in a fall in investment income over the next year.

12.3 The authority has £20m invested in the CCLA Property Fund.  This is a pooled 
fund with other local authorities and is kept as a long term investment.  Following 
the decision to leave the European Union in June the value of the fund fell by 8% 
but the investment income is expected to remain at about 3.5%.

13 Update on Investments with Icelandic Banks

13.1 A total of £1.3m is still outstanding from Glitnir Bank. These funds are still held in 
Iceland and are accruing interest but no clear date is available as to when these 
funds will be released. We continue to work in association with Local Government 
Association.

14 Compliance with Prudential Indicators

14.1 The Authority confirms compliance with its Prudential Indicators for 2016/17, 
which were set in 16 February 2016 as part of the Authority’s Treasury 
Management Strategy Statement.  

15 Treasury Management Indicators

15.1 The Authority measures and manages its exposures to treasury management risks 
using the following indicators.

15.2 Interest Rate Exposures: 

This indicator is set to control the Authority’s exposure to interest rate risk.  The 
upper limits on fixed and variable rate interest rate exposures, expressed as the 
proportion of net principal borrowed will be:
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2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
Upper limit on fixed interest rate exposure 210% 210% 210%
Actual £375.9m
Upper limit on variable interest rate 
exposure 60% 60% 60%

Actual £107.4m

Fixed rate investments and borrowings are those where the rate of interest is fixed 
for the whole financial year.  Instruments that mature during the financial year are 
classed as variable rate.  

15.3 Maturity Structure of Borrowing: This indicator is set to control the 
Authority’s exposure to refinancing risk. The upper and lower limits on the 
maturity structure of fixed rate borrowing will be:

Upper Lower Actual
Under 12 months 50% 0% 43%
12 months and within 24 months 60% 0% 0%
24 months and within 5 years 60% 0% 1%
5 years and within 10 years 50% 0% 11%
10 years and above 50% 0% 45%

Time periods start on the first day of each financial year. The maturity date of 
borrowing is the earliest date on which the lender can demand repayment.  

Note: treat LOBO option dates as potential repayment dates, but exclude variable rate borrowing.

15.4 Principal Sums Invested for Periods Longer than 364 days: The purpose of 
this indicator is to control the Authority’s exposure to the risk of incurring losses 
by seeking early repayment of its investments.  The limits on the total principal sum 
invested to final maturities beyond the period end will be:

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
Limit on principal invested beyond year 
end £45m £40m £40m

Actual £8m £0m £0m

The authority does, however, have £20m invested in the CCLA Pooled Property 
Fund which although can be call upon at any point it is planned to remain invested 
for up to five years.  This is currently providing a return in excess of 3.5%.

15.5 Security: The Authority has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to 
credit risk by monitoring the value-weighted average [credit rating] or [credit 
score] of its investment portfolio.  This is calculated by applying a score to each 
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investment (AAA=1, AA+=2, etc.) and taking the arithmetic average, weighted by 
the size of each investment.

Target Actual
Portfolio average credit rating A A

15.6 Liquidity: The Authority has adopted a voluntary measure of its exposure to 
liquidity risk by monitoring the amount of cash available to meet unexpected 
payments within a rolling three month period, without additional borrowing.

Target Actual
Total cash available within 3 months £25m £31m

16 Investment Training

16.1 Arlingclose Investment Workshop – Responding to Bail-in
Arlingclose Workshops - Principles of Treasury Management
Arlingclose Workshop - Treasury Management Decision Making & Treasury 
Management Practices
CIPFA – Post Brexit workshop
CIPFA - Treasury Management Training for Technical Accounting Issues
CCLA – Investment workshop

17 Outlook for the remainder of 2016/17

17.1 The economic outlook for the UK has immeasurably altered following the popular 
vote to leave the EU. The long-term position of the UK economy will be largely 
dependent on the agreements the government is able to secure with the EU, 
particularly with regard to Single Market access.

17.2 The short to medium-term outlook has been more downbeat due to the 
uncertainty generated by the result and the forthcoming negotiations. Economic 
and political uncertainty will likely dampen or delay investment intentions, 
prompting lower activity levels and potentially a rise in unemployment. The 
downward trend in growth apparent on the run up to the referendum may 
continue through the second half of 2016, although some economic data has held 
up better than was initially expected, perhaps suggesting a less severe slowdown 
than feared.

17.3 Arlingclose has changed its central case for the path of Bank Rate over the next 
three years. Arlingclose believes any currency-driven inflationary pressure will be 
looked through by Bank of England policymakers. Arlingclose’s central case is for 
Bank Rate to remain at 0.25%, but there is a 40% possibility of a drop to close to 
zero, with a small chance of a reduction below zero.  
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Gilt yields are forecast to be broadly flat from current levels, albeit experiencing 
short-term volatility

Dec-16 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17 Dec-17 Mar-18 Jun-18 Sep-18 Dec-18 Mar-19 Jun-19 Sep-19 Dec-19
Official Bank Rae
Upside risk 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Arlingclose Central Case 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Downside risk -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25

17.4 Global interest rate expectations have been pared back considerably. There 
remains a possibility that the Federal Reserve will wait until after November’s 
presidential election, and probably hike interest rates in in December 2016 but 
only if economic conditions warrant.

17.5 In addition, Arlingclose believes that the Government and the Bank of England have 
both the tools and the willingness to use them to prevent market-wide problems 
leading to bank insolvencies. The cautious approach to credit advice means that the 
banks currently on the Authority’s counterparty list have sufficient equity buffers to 
deal with any localised problems in the short term.
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Appendix 1

Prudential Indicators 2016/17

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Authority to have regard to CIPFA’s Prudential Code 
for Capital Finance in Local Authorities (the Prudential Code) when determining how much money 
it can afford to borrow. The objectives of the Prudential Code are to ensure, within a clear 
framework, that the capital investment plans of local authorities are affordable, prudent and 
sustainable, and that treasury management decisions are taken in accordance with good 
professional practice. To demonstrate that the Authority has fulfilled these objectives, the 
Prudential Code sets out the following indicators that must be set and monitored each year.

Estimates of Capital Expenditure: The Authority’s planned capital expenditure and financing 
may be summarised as follows.  

Capital Expenditure and 
Financing

2015/16 
Actual

£m

2016/17 
Estimate

£m

2017/18 
Estimate

£m

2018/19 
Estimate

£m

General Fund 102 149 141 83

Total Expenditure 102 149 141 83

Capital Receipts 11 2 1 1

Government Grants 39 70 66 56

Reserves - - - -

Revenue 5 2 1 0

Borrowing 12 75 73 26

Leasing and PFI 35 - - -

Total Financing 102 149 141 83

Estimates of Capital Financing Requirement: The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) 
measures the Authority’s underlying need to borrow for a capital purpose. 

Capital Financing 
Requirement

31.03.16 
Actual

£m

31.03.17 
Estimate

£m

31.03.18 
Estimate

£m

31.03.19 
Estimate

£m

General Fund 306 381 454 480

Total CFR 306 381 454 480

The CFR is forecast to rise by £174m over the next three years as capital expenditure financed by 
debt outweighs resources put aside for debt repayment.
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Gross Debt and the Capital Financing Requirement: In order to ensure that over the medium 
term debt will only be for a capital purpose, the Authority should ensure that debt does not, 
except in the short term, exceed the total of capital financing requirement in the preceding year 
plus the estimates of any additional capital financing requirement for the current and next two 
financial years. This is a key indicator of prudence.

Debt
31.03.16 

Actual
£m

30.03.17 
Estimate 

£m

31.03.18 
Estimate

£m

31.03.19 
Estimate

£m

Borrowing 242 317 391 417

Other long-term 
liabilities

125 125 125 125

Total Debt 397 425 516 542

The actual debt levels are monitored against the Operational Boundary and Authorised Limit for 
External Debt, below. 

Operational Boundary for External Debt: The Operational Boundary is based on the Authority’s 
estimate of most likely, i.e. prudent, but not worst case scenario for external debt. 

Operational Boundary
2016/17

£m
2017/18

£m
2018/19

£m

Borrowing 300 400 430

Other long-term liabilities 125 125 125

Total Debt 425 525 555

The Authority confirms that during 2016/17, the Operational Boundary was not breached.

Authorised Limit for External Debt: The Authorised Limit is the affordable borrowing limit 
determined in compliance with the [Local Government Act 2003.  It is the maximum amount of 
debt that the Authority can legally owe.  The authorised limit provides headroom over and above 
the operational boundary for unusual cash movements.

Authorised Limit
2016/17

£m
2017/18

£m
2018/19

£m

Borrowing 350 450 480

Other long-term liabilities 150 150 150

Total Debt 500 600 630

Total debt at 30/9/2016 was £251m. The Authority confirms that during 2016/17 the Authorised 
Limit was not breached at any time. 

Adoption of the CIPFA Treasury Management Code: The Authority adopted the Chartered 
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code 
of Practice 2011 Edition in April 2002.
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Appendix 2

Money Market Data and PWLB Rates 

The average, low and high rates correspond to the rates during the financial year rather 
than those in the tables below.

Please note that the PWLB rates below are Standard Rates. Authorities eligible for the 
Certainty Rate can borrow at a 0.20% reduction. Borrowing eligible for the project rate 
can be undertaken at a 0.40% reduction.

Table 1: Bank Rate, Money Market Rates

Date Bank 
Rate

O/N 
LIBID

7-day 
LIBID

1-
month
LIBID

3-
month 
LIBID

6-
month 
LIBID

12-
month 
LIBID

2-yr 
SWAP 
Bid

3-yr 
SWAP 
Bid

5-yr 
SWAP 
Bid

01/4/2016 0.50 0.36 0.36 0.39 0.46 0.61 0.88 0.78 0.83 0.98

30/4/2016 0.50 0.36 0.36 0.38 0.47 0.62 0.90 0.86 0.95 1.13

31/5/2016 0.50 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.46 0.61 0.89 0.82 0.92 1.09

30/6/2016 0.50 0.35 0.36 0.39 0.43 0.55 0.80 0.49 0.49 0.60

31/7/2016 0.50 0.15 0.45 0.42 0.52 0.64 0.77 0.47 0.47 0.54

31/8/2016 0.25 0.11 0.18 0.18 0.38 0.54 0.69 0.42 0.42 0.48

30/9/2016 0.25 0.10 0.25 0.45 0.51 0.61 0.74 0.43 0.42 0.47

Minimum 0.25 0.02 0.15 0.18 0.30 0.50 0.66 0.38 0.37 0.42

Average 0.43 0.26 0.37 0.42 0.52 0.66 0.83 0.61 0.64 0.75

Maximum 0.50 0.43 0.55 0.61 0.72 0.83 1.04 0.88 0.99 1.20

Spread 0.25 0.41 0.40 0.43 0.42 0.33 0.38 0.51 0.62 0.78

Table 2: PWLB Borrowing Rates – Fixed Rate, Maturity Loans (Standard Rate) 
Change Date Notice 

No 1 year 4½-5 yrs 9½-10 yrs 19½-20 yrs 29½-30 yrs 39½-40 yrs 49½-50 yrs

01/4/2016 125/16 1.33 1.82 2.51 3.24 3.33 3.19 3.15

30/4/2016 165/16 1.37 1.95 2.65 3.34 3.40 3.25 3.21

31/5/2016 205/16 1.36 1.93 2.56 3.22 3.27 3.11 3.07

30/6/2016 249/16 1.17 1.48 2.09 2.79 2.82 2.61 2.57

31/7/2016 292/16 1.07 1.31 1.84 2.57 2.65 2.48 2.44

31/8/2016 336/16 1.09 1.23 1.65 2.22 2.29 2.12 2.08

30/9/2016 380/16 1.02 1.20 1.70 2.34 2.43 2.29 2.27

Low 1.01 1.15 1.62 2.20 2.27 2.10 2.07

Average 1.20 1.54 2.12 2.81 2.87 2.70 2.67

High 1.40 2.00 2.71 3.40 3.46 3.31 3.28

Table 3: PWLB Borrowing Rates – Fixed Rate, Equal Instalment of Principal (EIP) Loans 
(Standard Rate)

Change Date
Notice 

No 4½-5 yrs 9½-10 yrs 19½-20 yrs 29½-30 yrs 39½-40 yrs 49½-50 yrs

01/4/2016 125/16 1.50 1.86 2.54 2.99 3.25 3.34

30/4/2016 165/16 1.59 1.99 2.68 3.11 3.34 3.42

31/5/2016 205/16 1.58 1.97 2.58 2.99 3.23 3.30
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30/6/2016 249/16 1.24 1.51 2.11 2.55 2.79 2.86

31/7/2016 292/16 1.13 1.34 1.87 2.31 2.58 2.67

31/8/2016 336/16 1.12 1.25 1.67 2.02 2.23 2.31

30/9/2016 380/16 1.05 1.22 1.72 2.13 2.36 2.44

Low 1.03 1.17 1.64 2.00 2.20 2.28

Average 1.30 1.57 2.15 2.58 2.82 2.89

High 1.63 2.04 2.73 3.17 3.41 3.48

Table 4: PWLB Variable Rates (standard rate)

Please note PWLB rates are standard rates

1-M Rate 3-M Rate 6-M Rate 1-M Rate 3-M Rate 6-M Rate

Pre-CSR Pre-CSR Pre-CSR Post-CSR Post-CSR Post-CSR

1/4/2016 0.61 0.65 0.67 1.51 1.55 1.57

30/4/2016 0.61 0.65 0.67 1.51 1.55 1.57

31/5/2016 0.65 0.66 0.70 1.55 1.56 1.60

30/6/2016 0.64 0.62 0.62 1.54 1.52 1.52

31/7/2016 0.55 0.48 0.45 1.45 1.38 1.35

31/8/2016 0.38 0.41 0.48 2.18 1.31 1.38

30/9/2016 0.38 0.40 0.48 1.28 1.30 1.38


